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Preview Issue

W elcome to the Preview Issue of
our French Fashion Doll Revue!
We're Looking Forward to a Lot of Fun!
In this Issue:
We'll tell you a little about who we are,
what our mission is and give you a taste
of what's to come. We invite you to share
with us! - Who are you? What are your
interests and questions? Who is your
favorite French Fashion Doll, her artist,
outfit or wonderful accessories?

Coming Soon! The
French Fashion Doll
Rendezvous!
Denver, Colorado—
May 14-17, 2009
More info
forthcoming!
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You'll See:
Articles, illustrations, Tips and Tidbits — a
regular column, and you'll find your first
pattern with helpful instructions.

We Hope:
Our publication brings you abundant
learning. Find within — pages full of
interesting information on a variety of
topics and levels, thus enabling you to
more thoroughly enjoy your French
Fashion Doll collecting and play.
FFDR, PO Box 353, Leesburg, OH 45135 | 937-780-6035 | welearnbyliving@gmail.com
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French Fashion Dolls Considering Hats for Travel (photos and hats by Barbara DeVilbiss)

Hat by Barbara DeVilbiss
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Antique Derby

A Potted History of French Fashion Dolls by Agnes Sura
In the early 1860s a new type
light jointed body), gutta percha
sold everything a little girl doll
of doll appeared in the Paris
(rubber-like substance which is
could need.
markets. It was known as a
now very fragile), and the
Shops sold in doll size
poupée (doll), a poupée peau
Gesland body (a jointed metal
everything from clothing to all
(leather bodied doll), or a poupée
body covered with cotton and
the accessories that were
mode (fashion doll). The first of
then stockinet with bisque hands
necessary for a young lady of
these dolls had china heads and
and lower legs).
fashion, since the doll gave a girl
unjointed leather bodies. These
These dolls were play dolls
a glimpse of what her life would
are the dolls that we know as
and, sold with just a chemise,
be as a young lady of fashion.
“French Fashion Dolls”.
they were meant to be dressed
Interestingly enough one
Originally china heads with
with clothing from the specialty
hundred years later a new fashion
painted eyes and stiff necks, the
doll shops of the day or from
doll, Barbie™, arrived on the
heads were soon changed- made
patterns available in magazines.
scene to again give little girls a
in bisque with painted or glass
“La Poupée Modèle”, published
glimpse of adult life. Also
eyes. Early makers were Huret
from 1863 to 1924, is the best
interesting is the fact that the new
and Rohmer, followed by Bru and
known of these. Mme. Lavellée12” fashion dolls with which we
Ju m e a u w i t h m a n y o t h e r
Péronne, the publisher had a
are now playing are just about
dollmakers, such as Barrois,
shop in which she sold 18” dolls,
the size of Barbie™!
Agnes Sura is a doll collector,
Dehors, FG, etc. with a number
including the Lily that fit the
researcher, writer and seamstress
of unmarked dolls.
patter ns in the mag azine,
known most recently for her interest in
Bleuette. Dolls with wardrobes and
The unjointed kid bodies
however any 18” doll could be a
original doll clothes patterns intrigue
became gusseted kid bodies with
little girl’s Lily. The fashion dolls
her, hence her interest in the French
Fashion dolls. Agnes' new book,
jointed wood bodies, kid over
dominated the market from the
Pictures of All the Patterns in La
wood bodies, “blown kid
1860s to the 1880s when they
Semaine de Suzette: Nous Habillons
Bleuette "We Dress Bleuette" 1905 to
bodies” (made by fitting the kid
were supplanted by the bébé dolls
1960, is now available: Send $32 to 489
pieces, usually lined with fabric,
or child dolls, also with shops that
Wilson Hill Road, Hoosick Falls, NY
12090
into the molds, making a very
FFDR, PO Box 353, Leesburg, OH 45135 | 937-780-6035 | welearnbyliving@gmail.com
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Processing Our Patterns

Just how do we decide on our patterns and where to we get
them, you ask? I actually laughed out loud when I posed these
questions to myself because the answer perfectly illustrates how
our Revue comes about. It takes a team of talented ladies,
dedicated to learning, teaching and realizing their creative
dreams to manifest the patterns you receive.
We know that the educated French Fashion Doll chooses to
be stylishly attired and will likely pay attention to detail. We
want to provide for those very needs by supplying a variety of
patterns. Our patterns are loosely grouped around a year in
history to coordinate with the Rendezvous.
Our patterns, starting with research, generally come from
two different publications, La Poupée Modèle (LPM) and
Harper's Bazaar. Trained, keen eyes choose pieces that
will fit with each other in style and time period. The
illustrations then make their way through our cheery
group of friends with learned, spirited discussion. Once
chosen, the illustrations proceed to our amazingly
talented pattern-making team to sort out the correct
pieces*. They use their powerful computer software for
redrawing. Their extensive engineering know-how and
a great ability to test, fitz and maneuver fabric around
creates a final product that, for all intents and purposes,
closely resembles the original inspiration and
illustration.
Seen on this page are three such illustrations, and
our inspiration for the chemisette pattern inset this
month. While many earlier chemisettes were more like
today's dickeys, meant merely as fillers at the neckline,
the main function of a chemisette (or "little chemise") is
to add interest and flair without adding bulk at waistline
or sleeves. You can imagine the need to eliminate as
much bulk at the waist as possible, given the need to
corset or otherwise narrow the silhouette. This is the
kind of trick that helped ladies retain the "look" without
adding pain and suffering in the name of fashion.
If you're seeking a sleeveless chemisette, feel free to
simply finish off our pattern without sleeves. But,
you haven't seen LPM pages with patterns and all their
because sleeveless chemisettes were from an earlier time *If
overlapping pieces, they're amazing! Trying to sort out
period, you'd be altering the timeline by doing so. Your which piece is which is only for the hardiest, puzzledoll could simply say it was a hand-me-down. FFDR solving minds. (See page 8 for example)
FFDR, PO Box 353, Leesburg, OH 45135 | 937-780-6035 | welearnbyliving@gmail.com
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Pattikins
Chemisette
Circa 1870

For 12” French Fashion Doll
So many of the wonderful styles for our dolls call for a
chemisette to fill in the open neckline, and add sleeves.
Many chemisettes were decorated with tucks, embroidery
(especially whitework), or lace. The chemisette presented
here is constructed like a blouse. It is simply decorated,
with pintucks down the front, and a stand up or lace collar.
Because it's basically underwear, pick white or off white
cotton batiste, lawn, voile or handkerchief weight linen. If
you choose to use lace, pick cotton lace the same color as
the fabric, and about 3/8” to 1/2” wide. Presencia 60#
cotton sewing thread is suggested.

Tip: Air erase pen marks disappear instantly when dampened.

Stitch shoulder seams:

Use french seams, if desired. Press seams toward
back.

Instructions for construction:
Note: Seam allowances vary.
Prepare pintucks before cutting front. Cut a 4” by 6”
wide piece of fabric. Pull a thread to mark center. Pull
three more threads, exactly 1/4” apart, on either side of
center for pintuck placement, as indicated on pattern.
Lay the front pattern piece on the fabric and trace.
This will indicate where to start and stop stitching. Fold
the fabric on the center pulled thread and use small,
even stitches (catch 2 or 3 threads) to whipstitch along
fold.

Prepare Cuffs:
If using lace, gather it slightly and attach it to the
edge of the cuff, right sides together. Turn the ends
of the lace in 1/4” from the ends of the cuff. Stitch at
1/8”.

Tip: to make pintucks by machine, use a 1.5 to 2mm twin needle.
Lay piece flat, right side up, and stitch through one thickness of
fabric, carefully following the drawn thread.
Repeat for six more pintucks. Place the front pattern
piece on the fabric again, and cut.

In not using lace, fold in 1/8” to and press.

Cut out back, sleeve and waistband pieces. Cut out
cuffs and cut out collar if needed. Use an air erase
pen to transfer dots to cut pieces.

FFDR, PO Box 353, Leesburg, OH 45135 | 937-780-6035 | welearnbyliving@gmail.com
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Sleeves:

Clip to the dot for cuff placket. Fold under 1/8” and
then 1/8” again. Stitch.
Stitch two rows of gathering stitches between dots at
top of sleeve.
Stitch one row of easing stitches along the bottom of
the sleeve

Attach Cuffs:

Pin cuffs to sleeve, right side of cuff to wrong side of
sleeve. Leave cuff ends extended 1/4” beyond sleeve
edges. Draw up easing thread until cuff and sleeve fit.
Stitch.

Press cuff down. Press seam toward cuff. Fold in 1/4”
extensions. Press.
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Attach sleeves:

Pin sleeve to bodice by matching dots. Pull gathering
threads until sleeve fits. Stitch only between dots,
using a 1/4” seam. Leave seam open from dots to
underarms.

Under arm and side seams:

Sew underarm and side seams, using a 1/4” seam.
Press open. French seam, if preferred.

Complete sleeve seam between dots. Overcast
entire seam.

Fold edge of cuff up to cover stitching. Stitch in place.

Attach Standup Collar:

Press 1/4” along one long side to inside.

FFDR, PO Box 353, Leesburg, OH 45135 | 937-780-6035 | welearnbyliving@gmail.com
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With right sides together, match collar to neck edge.
Use a 1/8” seam to stitch.

The method for attaching the waistband is the same
as for attaching the standup collar. Press in 1/4” on
long edge. With right sides together, attach
waistband to bodice, easing bodice to fit waistband.
Stitch with a 1/8” seam. Fold band to inside and whip
in place.

Turn collar to inside. Whipstitch in place. Press.

Attach Lace Collar:

Gather lace slightly. With right sides together, attach
to neck edge with a 1/8” seam. Overcast then press
seam toward bodice.

Finish Back and Add closures:

On each side of back bodice, including collar or lace,
fold under 1/8” and then 1/4”. Whip in place. Add
hooks and threads loops for closure.
For cuff closure, attach a 3/16” button to back of cuff
and a corresponding thread loop to the front of cuff

Carefully edge stitch through fabric and seam. Fold
lace up or down as preferred.

Attach Waistband:

Stitch one row of easing stitches 1/8” from bottom
edge of bodice.

How to make thread loops:

Anchor several strands of thread at two points in
fabric.Cover strands with buttonhole or blanket stitch.

FFDR, PO Box 353, Leesburg, OH 45135 | 937-780-6035 | welearnbyliving@gmail.com
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Chemisette
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Collar
Cut 1

12” French Fashion
Back
Cut 2

12” French Fashion

Chemisette
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Cuff
Cut 2

12” French Fashion

Chemisette

12” French Fashion
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Waistband
Cut 1
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Chemisette

12” French Fashion
Sleeve
Cut 2
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12” French Fashion
Front
Cut 1
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Pattikins
Chemisette

For 12” French Fashion Dolls

©2008 Old B Dolls
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Original Pattern Page—Not to Scale
The illustration on the left
is from a copy of La
Poupée Modèle from the
1800s. As you can see the
pattern pieces were all
overlapped onto the same
page. This was most likely
done in the interest of
saving space so the
publisher could devote
more time to advertising
and articles. While it may
have saved the publisher
space and perhaps money,
this method certainly
makes it tougher on the
consumer to separate,
unscramble and use the
pattern. Though from an
artistic perspective the
collage is intriguing, and
it's fascinating from an
historical point of view, we
will continue to keep our
patterns easier to access.

Tips and Tidbits
"For short pintucks I put a straight pin from the
beginning of the tuck to the end and stitch
enclosing the pin, then pull the pin out. For
longer straight tucks I pull threads to make sure
the rectangle (a petticoat for instance) is on the
straight thread of the fabric and then pull a
thread for the placement of each tuck. With
these you can use a double pointed knitting
needle of whatever size you want the same way
as you use the pin. This makes life a lot easier"
Agnes Sura
"I mark the placement first with an air dry
marker, then pull threads, and pin. I think I will
try Agnes' idea of a pin or knitting needle in
place- it might make the tucks more even. Mine
usually come out fairly even as I keep
measuring them, and laying my needle along

the previous stitches as I take a stitch. This
keeps a fairly straight line." Donna Neale
"Tucks? I look for old blouses or dresses that
have tucks and use that material for Bleuette's
blouse or dress. It worked really well for the
First Communion Dress I made for Amilia. I
was lucky to find a silk dress with tucks for
$3.00 at a garage sale!" Christine Bridy
"Place crochet thread where you want you
tucks. Then sew the thread down using the
double needle on the sewing machine. This
works well for small tucks." Pam Wolf
Tips and Tidbits will be a regular column in the
Revue. This Issue's grouping came (permission
granted) from an online discussion in the
Bleuette Sewing Group. Have you tips to share?
Let us know!

FFDR, PO Box 353, Leesburg, OH 45135 | 937-780-6035 | welearnbyliving@gmail.com
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Victorian Era Stand-Up Lace Collar

This sweet little stand-up lace
collar may be descended from
those larger, more showy collars
from the Shakespearian era. You
know the ones, picture Tudor
and Elizabethan fashions with
fancy lace collars framing the
face. You may recall that some of
these collars were rather opulent
and measured upwards of 6
inches. Our French Fashion
Dolls are surely happier with this
more practical version!

This type collar was referred to as
a "partlet" in earlier times. It often
came paired with matching sleeves,
and was an alternative to a chemise
when a spot of bare flesh was desired
above the bodice of the dress.
Though there are several ways to
create this sweet collar, we offer the
following as one example. Feel free to
create your own version!
Our hints for construction: You'll
need a length of cotton fabric 3-1/2
inches long by 1/2-inch wide to form
an 1/8-inch double fold binding for
the base (or save yourself time and use
manufactured binding), ribbon for the
embellishment (and to cover the
binding, as desired), a 1/4-inch piece
of lace measuring 4 inches, needle and
thread, and hook & eye.
Measure around your doll's neck,
where it meets her body. Create a
double fold binding so you have a
piece measuring about 3-1/2 X 1/8inch. Mark the binding, centered, with

the measurement of your doll's neck.
Sew a running stitch along the bottom
edge of the lace for gathering. Gather
the lace to fit between your marks on
the binding. Pin the lace in place
nestled between the top edges of the
binding. Trim binding and tuck in
ends. You'll want to leave enough
binding to enclose each end of the
lace. Sew lace in place securely.
You may whipstitch a piece of
velvet or satin ribbon over the binding.
Fraycheck the ends. Sew ends in place
on inside edge of collar. Add hook and
eye for closure.
For the decorative embellishment:
You may choose to make a complex
bow (as shown); substitute a ribbon
rose; a lace, flower, bead bouquet; or
leave it at a simple single bow. When
making teeny bows with ribbon, you
may find it easier to form them around
needles stuck in sturdy styrofoam. The
needles hold the ribbon instead of
having to fight gigantic fingers.

Illustrations left and above: From Harper's Bazaar 1870. At left are examples
of collars and cuffs. Note the variety from quite simple to very fancy and
elaborate. Above are four different necklines. Center right is a sample similar to
our ribbon collar pictured in the article above. Breathe deeply and fully while
enjoying the fact that we no longer feel the need to cinch in our waists like this!

FFDR, PO Box 353, Leesburg, OH 45135 | 937-780-6035 | welearnbyliving@gmail.com
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Who We Are and What We're All About!
OUR MISSION, OUR FOCUS, OUR COMMITMENT TO YOU
Janie Hile is first and foremost a
teacher continually learning from her
students. She renewed her passion for
her favorite childhood doll, Betsy
McCall, in 1998 and has since been
meeting wondrous new people and
dolls following the winding path
which led her to Bleuette and now
here, to French Fashion Dolls! Blythe
Pelham is a lifelong artist and writer
who came to dolls accidentally a few
years ago through a friend. Her
friend's collection, and Blythe’s
growing interest in Bleuette has since
spilled over into other areas in her
life in several quite unexpected ways.
T his quarterly publication
blossomed from the passion of several
doll-loving ladies who delight in living
playfully and have a true fascination
with dolls, history and fashion. These
creative and artistic souls
love
sharing joy, learning and fun with
others.
Our mission, if we have just one,
reflects our driving compulsion to
explore, learn, create and share, share,
share with others who enjoy the same.

It's our intention to bring to you a
mixture of interesting history, period
illustrations, and our reflections in
each issue. We'll gather fun stories
and tidbits, including photos and
articles about exhibits, dolls, and their
makers. Finally, at least one tested
pattern with helpful-hinting will be
included in each and every issue.
We're hopeful that each of you
w i l l fi n d s o m e t h i n g f u n a n d
fascinating in our pages. We want to
tickle your mind into creative
thinking, or better yet — creative
doing! If you have questions or areas
of a specific interest, please let us
know!
While this issue comes
abbreviated, as a temptation to those
of you yet to subscribe, and a tiding
over to those who have, future issues
of the FFDRevue will average 12
pages, jam-packed full of all kinds of
those fore-mentioned goodies.
Folks (beside us) providing for the
fun 'n learning in this and future
issues will include, but are not limited
to, Patti Ulrich, Barbara DeVilbiss,

Agnes Sura, Deb Hoffman, Flo
Burnside, and Kitty Pelham-Bush.
Look for articles in the next few
issues about talented doll artist, Thu
Tam (who is creating our souvenir
dolls for the Rendezvous in May);
viewing history through new and
u nu s u a l a n g l e s w i t h B a r b a r a
DeVilbiss; a fascinating chat with
Alice Leverette; recounting our
e x c i t i n g fi r s t F a s h i o n D o l l
Rendezvous in Denver, replete with
photos; along with more than you
can hopefully let just slip by
unnoticed.
In case you missed it! We
fervently believe that all good turns
multiply, wafting outward, and that
each and every one of us has
something to add to the mix. We
heartily invite your creative input,
comments, submissions, sharings and
such.
So, welcome to our li'l family of
fun-loving, doll-dressing, happy
friends. Pull up a nice, cozy chair and
watch, read, giggle and play along!
We're looking forward to getting to
know you all! Blythe and Janie
The French Fashion Doll
Revue is edited and
published by Janie Hile
and Blythe Pelham
(Contact information at
the bottom of each page).

Some of our regular
contributors: Top row,
l-r—Deb Hoffman, Janie
Hile, Patti Ulrich, Barb
DeVilbiss. Bottom row,
l-r—Blythe Pelham, Flo
Burnside, Kitty PelhamBush.

Contents © 2008 by
FFDRevue and the work's
respective author/artist.
Cost: $10/issue,
Subscription rate:
$25/year US
$30/year International
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